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For over 20 years, Fairbanks has been providing superior fuel management 
and forecourt services to the downstream fuel market. We use the power of real-time data  
to reduce fuel losses, lower operational costs, improve margins and keep fuel retailers legally 
compliant. With customers in 35 countries and serving over 13,000 fuel stations, Fairbanks 
has over 150 employees with a global network of distributors providing a flexible, 24/7 
service for independent retailers, hypermarket chains and multi-national oil companies.

why Fairbanks?

20 years’ experience in the global ‘downstream’ fuel industry and a market 
leader in providing innovative, cost-effective solutions.

Services are customised and scalable to meet the specific needs of  
individual customers.

Fairbanks easily interfaces with a wide range of forecourt equipment to 
provide a consistent solution, regardless of the Automatic Tank Gauge (ATG) 
or Point of Sale (POS).

The 24/7 service is accessible via a secure web portal to ensure that customers 
receive live updates as required.

Fairbanks SIR service is certified to comply with US EPA/530/UST-90/007 leak 
detection of 9 litres per day. 
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our global reach

HQ

20 years of service

50,000 + tanks protected

13,000 + sites on contract

50 billion + litres analysed p.a.

1.5 million + deliveries verified p.a.

100 + dedicated analysts

35 countries

6 international distributors



real-time data, at your fingertips

access data on the move

greater visibility over your business

secure account for every user

compatible with any mobile, tablet, laptop or desktop

wide range of intelligent, customisable tools

Water

Submit Data


Submit Data Low Inventory
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Network Stock 
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tile directory

Inventory Levels

Network Stock Levels
Quickly view stock levels  
across the network in  
real-time.

Low Inventory
Observe inventory levels  
and order fuel in  
good time.

Nozzle Flow Rate
Be alerted to declining flow 
rates that could affect the  
customer experience.

Daily Reconciliation
Gain instant access to a 
detailed reconciliation by tank, 
grade or site.

Alarms
Ensure that important tank 
gauge alerts don’t go ignored.

Sudden Loss
React to potential tank leaks 
and incidents of unauthorised 
fuel removal.

Submit Data
Submit data, by day or 
by tank, for sites in the 
network.

Nozzle Usage
Track which nozzles are  
out of action and view their 
daily usage.

Confirm Deliveries
Easily verify fuel delivery 
quantities and track 
consignment records.

Water
Monitor real-time water alarms 
and react instantly to sudden 
water ingress.

Reports
Generate and download 
reports, available in a wide 
range of formats.

Support
Access to the support suite, 
including online tutorials, FAQs 
and user guides.

Compliance
Ensure that you are compliant to 
US EPA leak detection standards of 
9 litres per day.

Quick Reconciliation
Access customer-specific  
fuel reconciliation data with 
ease.

Warning Notifications
Several of the tiles have the ability to display a warning notification, which draws 
attention to any issues that require further action.
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available service levels

The ‘view’ package is ideal for site owners who keep site data records 
manually and would like to improve on their current reconciliation 
methods. It features a compact suite of tiles enabling easy input of 
fuel stock readings and delivery quantities and fast access to detailed 
reconciliation data. Wetstock records are generated automatically and 
are instantly available at any time.

featured tiles

equipment requirements

No equipment requirements. Users will need to submit data via Station 
Manager 365, which can be accessed through any web-enabled device.

view
manual data entry

Submit Data


Submit Data Daily
Reconciliation

�
Reports
�

Support Compliance

Inventory Levels

Station Manager 365 is available in three standard service levels, which are based on the most 
common site equipment configurations. These service levels have been carefully considered 
to suit the requirements of the vast majority of forecourt owners, however, they can be 
scaled to fit individual requirements. 

Network Stock 
Levels
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link
semi-automated data entry

The ‘link’ software solution centralises gauge data polled from multiple 
sites, allowing site owners greater visibility over network operations to 
help with logistics management. Site data can be viewed individually 
to give a more detailed breakdown, if required. This solution appeals to 
small independent and large network operators alike. 

featured tiles

equipment requirements

Automatic tank gauge (ATG) data is required. Equipment must be able 
to supply stock levels and alarms. Data can be polled directly from the 
gauge via a secure, head office server, or via a secure FTP. Sales data 
may be entered manually via any web-enabled device or supplied via a 
secure EDI (Electronic Data Interchange) link.

Submit Data


Submit Data Daily
Reconciliation
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Submit Data


Submit Data Daily
Reconciliation

� �
Alarms

Confirm
Deliveries

Low Stock
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Reports
�

Support

hub
fully-automated data collection

The ‘hub’ tile package is aimed at forecourts that have fully-automated 
equipment across multiple sites. The comprehensive suite of tiles 
harnesses the power of gauge and POS information, allowing site owners 
to optimise network operations and improve the fuel-buying experiences 
of their own customers. ‘Hub’ offers many value-added components, 
which aid with complex forecourt operations.

featured tiles

equipment requirements

ATG data required, as per ‘Link’ service level. Transactional data is also 
required via direct polling from a compatible Point of Sale system, 
devices enabled with the Fairbanks On-board function or via a secure EDI 
(Electronic Data Interchange) link. 

Nozzle Flow
Rate

�
Compliance

Inventory Levels

Sudden Loss
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Fairbanks Onboard allows for the secure transfer of data from 
Point of Sale (POS) and Automatic Tank Gauge (ATG) systems 
and is compatible with Tokheim FuelPOS, Progauge Maglink, 
SiteSentinel Nano, iTouch and Integra consoles, without the need 
for additional hardware or software to be installed on site.

The Fairbanks service operates by harvesting data using one of two methods:

The ibank is compatible with a large range of makes and models 
of site equipment and polls data from the tank gauge and the 
POS systems. It is available as hardware, or as software installed 
on your back-office system or POS where no compatible Onboard 
device is present.
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24/7 dedicated expert analyst cover

superior investigation management

accurate and swift identification of issues

advice and support team available

station manager 365 hub service level included

certified to comply with US EPA leak detection of 9 litres per day

analyst service

data collection

The Fairbanks analysis centre is the largest in the world, monitoring millions of litres 
of fuel everyday. We have in excess of 100 analysts identifying issues of concern, 
such as tank, line, offset fill or pump leaks, meter calibrations, short deliveries and 
blocked filters. They then manage any subsequent investigations to pinpoint the 
source and find the quickest possible solution, thus reducing the potential for fuel 
loss incidents. 

£ alarms

stock levels

deliveries

fuel prices

data collection

water

transactions

temperature

£ alarms

stock levels

deliveries

fuel prices

data collection

water

transactions

temperaturestock levels temperature

deliveries

daily reconciliation
period summary
tank criticality

potential lost sales
monthly SIR
pump out-of-use

potential overfill
flow rate
stock holding

As a subscriber to our analyst service, you will have access to many bespoke, 
standard and ad hoc reports, including the following:

Service

water
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data collected from site

investigations managed 
and corrective actions 

advised

delivery confirmation 
validates data

data verified by dedicated 
analysts, who escalate any 

issues

data processed by our 
intelligent software

analysts alerted to any 
issues

!

If your require any further information, please contact the Fairbanks sales team on 

+44 (0) 1695 52175 or email stationmanager365@fairbanks.co.uk

contact

temperature

deliveries

how the analyst service works



Technology Management Centre,

Moss Lane View,  Skelmersdale, 

Lancashire, WN8 9TN, UK

Tel: +44 (0) 1695 51775

www.fairbanksglobal.com

info@fairbanks.co.uk

fairbanksglobal

@wetstock

Fairbanks Environmental


